Stroz Friedberg
Incident Response
Our incident response teams are made up of integrated specialists who
solve problems you know you have. And, problems you don’t.

The Need
Most organizations lack the processes and technology to address a breach independently.
Finding, containing, and mitigating an incident is only the beginning to effective breach
response. Responders need to be well-versed in litigation, and able to mitigate the risk and
protect the integrity of the forensic investigation.

How We Help
We’ll give you a quick-acting team of incident responders, forensic examiners, former
regulators, and law enforcement officials. The result will be less damage, and ultimately less
reputational and financial fallout. Your breach response team will undertake rapid remote
support, then work onsite to understand what happened. They will contain the incident
while preserving evidence. And, confidently communicate with your stakeholders.
We’re ready to go now.

Looking to
safeguard your
organization?

Why Us
Go-To Firm For Response

Litigation-Aware & Steadfast

Every minute a data breach goes
uncontained, it can cost potentially
millions. We have become the go-to
firm for organizations and their law
firms in addressing the highest profile
breaches in recent years.1

We have your back from day one.
Period. We won’t discuss your breach
publicly to promote our firm. We
maintain strict privilege and proper
information custody. With former
federal prosecutors and investigators
by your side, your in-house and outside
counsel get the specialist guidance to
make difficult and sensitive legal calls
with confidence.

1. McMillan, Robert and Ryan Knutson. “Yahoo Triples Estimate of Breached Accounts to 3 Billion.” The Wall Street Journal, October 3, 2017.
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Find out how our cyber
security solutions can
help you.
Visit aon.com/cyber-solutions
or call +1 212.981.6540

